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The mission of the Institute of Museum and Library Services is to create strong libraries and
museums that connect people to information and ideas. IMLS has responded to your need to
know what difference our services make by developing a model of outcomes-based planning
and.In our publication, Perspectives on Outcome Based Evaluation for Libraries and Museums
(PDF, KB), museum and library experts talk about the important.This guide is front line
information to orient agency staff to the basic concepts of the Outcome Based Evaluation
(OBE) system. The guide's components are.(IMLS) since to bring Outcome-Based Evaluation
training to its library systems and their member libraries, so that the results of activities.What
is outcome-based evaluation (OBE)? Outcome-based evaluation, sometimes called outcomes
measurement, is a systemic way to determine if a program.Get a basic guide to
outcomes-based evaluation for nonprofit organizations with very limited resources in this topic
from the Free Management Library.These questions are the foundation upon which
outcome-based evaluation (OBE ) is built. As an evaluation process, outcome-based
evaluation's history has two.Outcome-based evaluation continues to play a central role in the
larger field of policy analysis and speaks to the needs and interests of administrators, students,
.Outcome-Based Evaluation utcome based evaluation arose in the human services
environment, where client- focused outcome statements describe how clients'.the programs are
designed to produce, and a clear identification of the activities that will produce program
outcomes. Outcome-based evaluation is one way.The following resources describe outcome
evaluation approaches used in public and private sectors.Outcome Based Evaluation Plan. All
projects funded under the Violence Against Women Act must develop an OBEP per federal
guidelines. This planning tool is.Outcome-based evaluation (OBE) focuses on the difference a
program, service or activity makes on the lives of its participants. An outcome is a desired
change.Outcomes Based Evaluations. Using the Logic Model. Building capacity of substance
abuse program staff and administrators to develop and utilize science .Outcome based
evaluation is as much about planning programs as it is Outcome based evaluation asks the
question “How did my library program or service.Interface is the newsletter of the ASCLA
division of ALA. Links to articles that deal with outcomes-based evalauation will be found on
this page.The New York State Library, in partnership with the Mid-York Library System, has
scheduled an Outcome-Based Evaluation (OBE) training.Human service agencies contracting
with the City develop and implement an Outcome Based Evaluation System (OBE) to measure
the impact and effectiveness.An important outcome of any library project is determining the
impact on service to library customers. Evaluation reports provide vital information to
other.Outcome-Based Education (OBE) is a learning approach that focuses entirely An
important aspect of the OBE system is the constant evaluation of the process.Outcome Based
Evaluation: Planning, Process & Implementation. Joan Othieno M.A., PhD. Research &
Evaluation Advisor. National Capacity.Outcome/effectiveness evaluation measures program
effects in the target Did the implementation of STD counseling in community-based
organizations result.Outcome-based evaluation is a way to measure organizational
effectiveness that has special value for faith-based service organizations. Unlike the.
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